EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES FOR FORESTRY PROFESSIONALS

Tanglefoot Forestry Consultants Ltd. (TFCL) was established in 2006 and is based in Cranbrook, B.C. with a field office in Southern Alberta. We offer a wide range of Professional and Technical Natural Resource Management Services, including differential correction GPS, GIS and mapping services (ArcGIS). Using the latest technology available, TFCL strives to be a leader in natural resource management. TFCL provides professional and technical natural resource consulting services to a variety of clients in both the public and private sectors. We provide clear, sound, economic and environmentally appropriate natural resource recommendations for a variety of clientele.

TFCL offers full phase consulting to the forest industry and provides our staff with career opportunities in all disciplines of natural resource management.

TFCL currently has fulltime job openings for Forestry Professionals. Duties would include:

- All aspects of timber harvest development, including:
  - Road and Cutblock layout
  - Timber Cruising
  - Site Plan data collection and development
  - Cutblock and road traversing

Requirements:

- Post-secondary education with a diploma or degree in forestry or a related field.
- Registered or ability to register with the Association of BC Forest Professionals
- Hold a valid class 5 drivers license
- Willing to work out of town

Any applicant should also:

- Be motivated and able to work in a safe, respectful and efficient manner
- Be physically fit and be able to work in all weather conditions
- Have the ability to work independently or in small groups

Tanglefoot offers a competitive salary and benefit package for employees. If you are interested in working with us please send your resume and cover letter to info@tanglefootforestry.ca. Only successful applicants will be contacted.